Paper title - The concept of intellectual property: from Plato’s views to current
copyright protection in the light of open access
Introduction
There exists literature for the concept of intellectual property, its origins and its
evolution that helps to understand the rationale as well as reasons that lead the
concept of property to be associated not only with lands and goods but also with
intellectual endeavors or creations. More importantly, this turn/ transform clarifies
that the issue of a better copyright protection regime in the digital age should be
considered in the light of open access which determines an effective response to the
ongoing technological evolution. To examine this issue, it is necessary to address the
concept of property through Plato’s views about ownership, Aristotle’s ideas for the
concept of private ownership, Locke’s labour theory, Hegel’s notions about the
growth of personality and Hohfeld’s conceptualization of private property as a bundle
of legal relations.
This paper argues that Plato’s rationale about the concept of property and its
communal framework of sharing through joint ownership is more desirable than
others, as it justifies the philosophy of open access. The origins of the notion of
property lie in Plato’s philosophy. In accordance with Plato’s ideas, the concept of
property was first introduced as comprising joint ownership (in terms of social justice)
and being a beneficial tool that could support the growth of the ideal republic. Plato
argued that private property should not exist and property should fall under the
‘umbrella’ of joint ownership to ensure peace and justice. Aristotle consequently
adopted his teacher’s notions in relation property but focused on a more
individualistic aspect of the property. Aristotle indicated his disagreement with
Plato’s rationale for joint ownership by asserting that such extreme unification was
against the diversity of personal identity and would affect the benefits derived from
market exchanges.
In addition, this paper also argues that Locke’s philosophy extended the
concept of private property ownership. Locke asserted that whatever work is produced
by an individual becomes his/her property. He used this premise to make a connection
between ownership and creation. It is contended that the period in which Locke wrote
represents a shift in the concept of property, as goods went from being viewed as
private property to a form of creative effort. In his work entitled the ‘Second Treatise
on Government’, Locke sought to find the right by which an individual can claim to
own one part of the world when, according to the Bible, God gave the world to human
beings in common. In answer to this question, Locke argued that individuals own
themselves and thus the fruits of their own labours. On this point, a connection can be
seen between Aristotle and Locke’s logic; they both agree that the issue of private
property is one of the numerous intricacies. However, Locke took a more
individualistic approach to property ownership than Aristotle.
Conversely, Hegel contended that property should be understood as a phase in
the growth of humankind and personality. Hegel adopted Aristotle and Locke’s logic

and reasoning to extend the appropriate environment and surroundings of the private
property. A consideration of these philosophers’ arguments in their chronological
order and, more specifically, their flow of thinking led me to propose a justification
for the emergence of open access as an additional support to current copyright
regimes.
From the time of Aristotle to modern times, differences can be seen in how the
traits of property have been conceptualised. One by one, philosophers have added new
features to the concept. Plato’s basic argument of joint ownership and the communal
property has often been neglected. Plato’s arguments in relation to communal
property and joint ownership form a substantial part of the justifications for my
argument and the significance of these arguments in relation to open access must be
considered. The concept of open access supports the distribution of information
resources without requirements and Plato’s views should be considered. Accordingly,
the argument of this paper is subliminally based on Plato’s logic and his notions about
the communal use of property, as they highlight several, unique aspects of
communities and individuals.1 In modern times, when information and
communication technologies are under ‘revolution’, it is necessary to return to Plato’s
concepts to argue that open access is an instrument that benefits the wide
dissemination of information resources. Thus, the paper argues that the emergence of
property as a concept requires copyright protection to be considered in the context of
open access. In order this argument to be supported, it follows discussion about the
origins of the concept of property, the reasons for its emergence, its transformation
into a monopoly that created patent rights as well as its connection to the copyright
protection. Furthermore, this paper presents justifications for the introduction of
private property and discusses how the idea of private property (i.e., land and goods)
was extended to intellectual creations. All in all, the concept of open access represents
an additional means of support for the existing copyright framework of protection in
the digital age by enabling information to be distributed and accessed, legally.
1. The first introduction of property as a concept
Plato’s philosophy
Plato’s ideas about the property were related to his ideas about family, society
and the republic. They also contained the origins of patents. In this section, Plato’s
ideas are examined in more detail. In Ancient Greece (approximately 500 B.C.), the
Greek city of Sybaris recognised a form of patent rights for the creation of unique
culinary dishes.2 These rights encouraged individuals to discover new refinements in
luxury, as any profits derived from these discoveries were secured to the inventor for
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one year.3 Thus, creative endeavours were encouraged in Ancient Greece; however,
the one-year limitation also protected the market from monopolies or economic
advantages being held by a few individuals. Plato’s ideas describe an ideal republic in
which philosophers conceptualised private property in terms of justice.4 Plato argued
for a joint ownership system5 and, as a fundamental concept of justice, this system
provided the basis for the shaping of Plato’s ideal republic.6 In this period, the first
justification for extending the notion of private property in goods (i.e., culinary
dishes) to creative endeavours (i.e., patent protection for one year) can be seen.
Another aspect that stems from Plato’s ideas is that of wealth and private
property. The abolishment of wealth leads directly to the decay of the traditional
family. Plato also argued that there should be no legacies, private property or
nepotism, as these create negative inherent idioms for the whole society.7 In my
opinion, it is erroneous to connect legacies with private property, as we must move
beyond tangible objects in considering private property. By providing a form of
protection to the creators of culinary dishes, Plato’s original idea of private property
as existing in goods was extended to creative endeavours via a form of patent
protection. Legacies and private property do not only consist of tangible objects; this
is especially true today. An intellectual creation can comprise a legacy for the public
domain and society as a whole.
Plato argued that owning private property creates greed and lust. This
argument led to some people calling Plato a proto-socialist or proto-communist.
However, it should be noted that Plato only made this argument in relation to the
guardian class and auxiliaries to focus their attention on the ever-important matter of
the state. This argument also represents the first time that someone initiated a
discussion on the importance of private property, its content, how it was going to be
used and the main purposes for owning property.8
According to Plato, private property was affiliated with the concept of family
and, particularly, ‘children’. Plato argued that having a child creates greed and lust. In
my opinion, given that children become adults and, consequently, active members of
society, this view is neither productive nor humanitarian. Plato asserted that children
should be taken from their biological parents and redistributed by the state to other
parents. This is also how he supported his arguments concerning private property and
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the right to ‘own’ a child.9 Thus, Plato did not believe in private property as such and
ultimately argued that no one, except philosophers, should own anything.10 Plato
influenced his student Aristotle, just as Socrates had influenced Plato. However, each
man’s influence evolved differently. Plato believed that concepts, such as property,
have a universal or ideal form that leads to an idealistic philosophy and ideal republic.
Conversely, Aristotle believed that universal forms could not appropriately be
attached to objects or concepts and thus each object or a concept must be examined on
its own. Plato was more interested in justifying a form of communism among the
elites based on joint ownership whereas Aristotle sought to justify a political order
based on private property from the individual aspect. Such differences in logic led me
to examine Aristotle’s views on the concept of property.
Aristotle’s philosophy
Aristotle’s views are particularly important, as his philosophies have had a
significant and even dominant influence on economic and social thought. In the Greek
tradition, Aristotle put forth an incisive argument in favour of private property.11
Perhaps influenced by the private property arguments of another Greek philosopher,
Democritus, Aristotle delivered a cogent argument for the communisation of the
ruling class as originally called for by Plato.12 However, he denounced Plato’s goal
for the perfect unity of the state through communism, pointing out that such extreme
unity runs against the diversity of mankind and the reciprocal advantage that can be
reaped through market exchange.13
Aristotle delivered a point-by-point comparison of private and communal
property.14 First, he argued that private property is more productive than communal
property and will lead to personal growth. It appears that Aristotle connected creation
and production with progress and saw the need to extend Plato’s idea of private
property to encompass goods to creative endeavours. According to Aristotle, goods
owned in common by a large number of people receive little care, as people mainly
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focus on their own self-interests;15 however, people will show greater interest and care
their own private property.
Second, Plato argued that common property is conducive to social peace, as no
one will be envious of, or able to take, the property of another. Conversely, Aristotle
argued that common property would be a continuing and intense source of conflict as
individuals will complain that they have worked harder and obtained less than others
who have done little and taken more from the common store. Further, Aristotle noted
that not all crimes or revolutions are powered by economic motives. As Aristotle
trenchantly stated: ‘men do not become tyrants in order that they may not suffer cold’
(p. 25).16 In interpreting Aristotle’s statements, it is clear that the work and
contribution of creators to society have to be awarded and protected. Under this
rationale, it is imperative to create an appropriate form to protect intellectual
creations. Plato’s concept of common property creates negative aspects that could
easily cause injustice and conflict in relation to creators’ profits.17 Thus, Aristotle
provided a justification for transforming Plato’s idea of property and expanded it from
encompassing private property in goods to private property in creative efforts.
Third, private property is plainly embedded in man’s essence. An individual’s
admiration of personality, individuality, money and property is interconnected in a
natural love of exclusive ownership. Fourth, Aristotle noted that private property has
existed always and everywhere.18 To enforce a system of communal property on
societies would be to disregard the record of human experience to leap into the new
and untried. Ultimately, it appears that abolishing private property would create more
problems than it would solve.
Aristotle wove together his economic and moral theories to reach the brilliant
insight that private property furnishes individuals with opportunities to act morally,
(e.g. to practice the virtues of welfare and charity). The compulsory communal
property would destroy these opportunities. Thus, in accordance with Aristotle’s
philosophy, the concept of private property constitutes a means of wealth, production
and justice and should be protected.
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Aristotle was critical of moneymaking;19 however, he still opposed any
limitation being placed on an individual’s right to accumulate private property. He
contented that education should teach individuals how to voluntarily curb their
rampant desires and lead them to limit their own accumulations of wealth. Despite his
cogent defence of private property and opposition to coerced limits on wealth, as an
aristocrat, Aristotle was as scornful of labour and trade as his predecessors.
Aristotle raised many issues by morally condemning the lending of money20
for interest as ‘unnatural’.21 Aristotle contended that as money cannot be used
directly, but is employed only to facilitate exchanges, it is ‘barren’ and should not be
used to increase wealth. Thus, Aristotle incorrectly viewed the charging of interest as
money production and condemned it as being contrary to nature. As Plato’s student,
Aristotle pursued his teacher’s view on the issue of private property, but, ultimately,
took an opposite point of view. After repeatedly rejecting Plato’s ideal state as a
dream that would never eventuate, Aristotle took a stand in favour of private
property.22 He believed that owning private property was necessary to the stability of
the state, especially if everyone owned a moderate and sufficient amount of property.
When Locke’s political theory was first printed in 1689, the impressive
authority of Aristotle stood ready to defeat it. However, when it was confirmed that
the renowned author of An Essay Concerning Human Understanding had also written
the anonymously published Two Treatises of Government, Locke was broadly viewed
as having put forward a distinctive political theory based on individual rights and
social contract; an approach to politics that has often been attributed to Aristotle. The
classical philosophy of Aristotle was in due course followed by the development of a
liberal philosophy. Locke is one of the foremost liberal thinkers and his ideas on
property inform our contemporary understandings. Thus, I will now analyse the
concept of private property in relation to Locke’s ideas on the property.
2. The introduction of private property: from lands and goods to intellectual
efforts
Locke’s philosophy on property
The following analysis of Locke’s philosophy will highlight the importance of
his work in relation to property ownership. First, it should be noted that Locke and
Aristotle agreed that the issue of private property is one of the numerous intricacies.
However, both philosophers held disparate views on the distribution of land among
19
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individuals (Locke took a more individualistic approach to property ownership than
Aristotle). In the Second Treatise on Government,23 Locke sought to ascertain the
right by which an individual can claim to own one part of the world when, according
to the Bible, God gave the world to human beings in common. In his work, Locke
argued that individuals own themselves and their own labour; thus, individual
property rights are natural rights. This approach was similar Aristotle’s approach
(who, as stated above, did not support Plato’s arguments for joint ownership).
Adopting this line of thought, it is arguable that when an individual’s work
(relevant to the outcome of the work) manifests in tangible objects it becomes the
property of the individual. Political philosopher Nozick calls this idea a Lockean
proviso. According to Locke, labourers must hold a natural property right in the
resource itself as the ownership was an appropriate component of production.
Additionally, Locke asserted that a preceding natural right interconnects property and
ownership with production; thus, the concept of property includes exclusive rights on
tangible ideas, especially those produced through creative endeavours. Aristotle and
Locke disagreed on many issues in relation to property ownership, including
acquisition, maintenance and divine intervention. However, it should be highlighted
that there are several issues in relation to property rights on which these two
philosophers agreed, including the issue of equity.
Locke’s theory on property can be viewed as an expansion of Aristotle’s main
argument in relation to private property. Locke argued that individuals could acquire
full property rights over moveable and non-moveable parts of the earth in a state of
nature. The terms moveable and non-moveable represent tangible and intangible ideas
(e.g., notions, innovations, thoughts and intellectual creations). Locke’s contribution
to property theory expanded Aristotle’s concept. Locke stated that every individual
has his own property to which nobody else has any right. However, unlike Locke,
Aristotle argued that owners of private property should share it. Locke revised
Aristotle’s ideas about sharing and argued that individuals should only acquire as
much property as appropriate and should not acquire property in an endless manner.
Thus, Locke developed Aristotle’s concept of property and provided justifications the
application of the principle of private property in goods to creative endeavours. Hegel
further developed Locke’s ideas in relation to property by transforming them into a
natural right. Hegel’s philosophy is considered in the following section.
Hegel’s philosophy
From a philosophical perspective, there are several approaches and different
definitions of property; however, each of these definitions has a common element:
each definition treats property as a means rather than an end. Property can be viewed
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as a means to a ‘good life’, as a means to gain freedom or social recognition.24 Hegel
followed Locke’s rationale in respect of the relationship between individuals and
property, arguing that property is the embodiment of personality. Hegel’s arguments
can be seen as extending Locke’s notions in relation to private property, as he claims
that property is the embodiment of personality and, in this way, it is transformed into
a natural right.
Additionally, Hegel argued that the basis of individuals’ rights liess in
property. Hegel followed the same logic as Locke and noted that, despite being
central to an individual’s assertion of identity and personality, property does not
merely represent a material acquisition. Thus, according to Hegel, property comprises
both material and non-material aspects (i.e., tangible and intangible ideas). By
describing private ownership as an aspect of self-interest, Aristotle encouraged
philosophers like Locke and Hegel to further develop the argument that property
rights are natural rights and embody personal growth. Thus, individuals’ notions and
self-interests are inherently distinguishable from intellectual creations. This
philosophical concern suggests that intellectual creations should be secured and
protected to ensure that the concept of property moves from goods to personal
creations.
According to Hegel, property is an expression of ourselves and represents the
‘location’, room or space where an individual is able to assert his or her rights
(respected by others) and state that ‘this is mine’.25 The system of private property
establishes individuality via contract and exchange. Hegel used this point to justify
the inevitable links among property, personality growth and profits stemming from
self-interest. Contracts demonstrate ownership through institutionalised patterns of
mutual respect of the rights and commitments of individuals. Economic life, governed
by a free exchange of goods, is based on an institutionalised notion that the individual
has some claim to recognition as a right-bearing person. For exchange markets to
operate effectively, economic actors have to identify universal standards by which
individuals can claim to own property. Established patterns of mutual recognition in
the modern economic sphere are embodied in economic actors and depict a ‘common
will’.26
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Consequently, an individual has no particular traits or reference to a social
environment. Thus, under Hegel’s idea of private property, rights are abstract and
individuals are engaged as universal subjects without specific features.27 Hegel also
introduced morality to the concept by combining the system of mutual recognition
and abstract rights; for example, morality represents the subjective part of mutual
social commitments institutionalised in contracts and the economic market. Moreover,
individuals observe these commitments as moral obligations. Therefore, they respect
intellectual rights as an ideal good based on mutual recognition.
From the perspective of freedom and in accordance with Hegel’s philosophy
that emphasises human needs, property is the first component of freedom and a
substantial purpose. On this point, Hegel stated that if possession (i.e., the power over
items) is simply pursued to satisfy self-interest then it provides a means to satisfy
these types of need. However, according to Hegel, human satisfaction is the attempt to
bring to an agreement that recognises the subject of free agency. In this manner,
power over items is a means for the growth of individual personalities. Thus, this
justification demonstrates the importance of an effective interconnection among selfinterest, property and personal progress or individual advancement.
Hegel claimed that property is the manifestation of an individual’s effort to
deploy his or her powers and become self-consciousness by the appropriation of his or
her environment.28 Consequently, Hegel task was not to provide a justification for
property but to comprehend and understand it as a phase in the process of intellectual
production. Hegel did not make any effort to justify property in the context of Plato’s
ideas in relation to joint ownership. Indeed, he ignored the role of property in the
growth of an individual’s self-awareness. In my opinion, intellectual property
demonstrates an individual’s thoughts, ideas, notions and ways of thinking. Thus, it is
necessary to clarify whether individuals participate in a process whereby their notions
or thoughts are developed in accordance with their subliminal willingness. This
statement supports Hegel’s understanding of property as a phase in the process of
human mind production.
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To support my argument, I briefly explained Hegel’s theory of property. Hegel
showed that in relation to self-interest, private property exists in either tangible or
intangible objects that should be protected, as property ‘participates’ in the process of
human mind production. Thus, it is evident that the ideas and notions of Plato,
Aristotle, Locke and Hegel on the concept of property developed from a consideration
of communal ownership to individual ownership. Further, their justifications for
ownership expanded the concept of property from physical to intellectual goods. The
concept of private property as a natural right gradually lent itself a number of notions
that reflected the elements of such a right.
Hohfeld’s philosophy
Since Hegel first argued that property was a natural right, many other
philosophers have elaborated on what a natural right in property means. The most
notable forerunner in this respect was Wesley Hohfeld whose theory comprised eight
legal relations.29 Hohfeld further developed and clarified the meaning of property as a
right. In the following discussion, Hohfeld’s ideas in relation to property rights are
explained, as they inform the bundle theory, a legacy of legal realism.30 The origins of
bundle theory can be traced back to late 19th century and early 20th century analytical
jurisprudence.31 Hohfeld sought to categorise ‘rights’ into clear and unambiguous
parts. Thus, an entitlement might be proper or claimed. An entitlement might also be a
legitimate entitlement (e.g., an entitlement under which an individual could be
required to undertake or refrain from undertaking an action) representing an
equivalent duty in a person.
Under Hohfeld’s views about property rights, there is no unified concept
describing private property as a natural right or an intellectual creation under the law.
On the contrary, the law grants rights over tangible objects to particular individuals.32
Further, any property that an individual holds is simply the sum total of a set of
specific rights that the law has granted to him or her in that state. Such rights have
been metaphorically referred to as ‘sticks’ and the property that an individual holds is
the particular bundle of ‘sticks’ the law grants to them in a given situation. Thus, the
29
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law can reform the subject matter of property rights by adding or removing specific
sticks from a bundle.
Hohfeld also argued that, under the law, rights can be broken down into
constituent element blocks upon which more complex legal rights can be built.
Hohfeld termed these basic rights ‘jural relations’ (i.e., legal relations). Hohfeld
outlined eight legal relations of which the following two are significant to the
conceptualisation of property: power and immunity. Hohfeld’s analysis showed that
property was not as simple a notion as it first appeared; rather, property comprises a
particular pack of determinate types of Hohfeldian legal relations.33 In accordance
with Hohfeld’s logic, property can be conceptually analysed in relation to particular
rights that the law gives to the Aristotelian individual. A subliminal link exists
between Aristotle and Hohfeld’s notions on the importance of individuals. Further,
this link highlights the importance of personal growth and the further social benefits
to Plato’s republic or state. Since the first introduction of the concept of property,
philosophers have considered personal growth continuously. Despite its long history,
property as a concept and the subject of philosophical considerations has only recently
been the subject of discussion within different disciplines (i.e., disciplines other than
the law) and it is through these discussions that the complexity of the content has
become clear.34 This provides additional justification for Hohfeld’s view that the
concept of property is built on complex rights and legal relations.35
This theory does not provide a new normative notion; rather, it provides
analytical and descriptive notions (despite its origins within a long-lasting and critical
philosophical debate on legal rights and legal liberties).36 Hohfeld’s views approach
Plato’s in relation to joint ownership. In particular, under Hohfeld’s theory and from a
legal perspective, the concept of property is complex, contains no element of private
property or connection with private property and contains no characteristics relevant
to the private property upon which private ownership can be delineated. Thus, by
showing that there is no determination of private ownership and detailing the limits
private ownership, joint ownership emerges as a necessity. The origins of property as
a concept that lies in Plato’s philosophy in relation to the communal use of property
represents a more desirable model that can be used to justify the philosophy of open
access.
Justifications for the extension of property to intellectual creations
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An important form of property in contemporary society is intellectual
property. Intellectual property refers to original expressions of thoughts and new
applications of ideas.37 The quantity of intellectual property efforts and its related
market have developed considerably over the course of this last century due to
intellectual creations stemming from ongoing Information Technology (IT)
advancements.38 Consequently, under this technological progress, another aspect of
property that must be considered is tangible profits, as intellectual creations are
affiliated with such profits.39
Robert Merges, a notable scholar in the area of intellectual property theories,
claimed that property does have a future. He stated that if property has proper respect
for individual proprietors and social needs, it could contribute positively to a wellorganised socio-political framework.40 However, as long as modern society’s
profitable resources are intangible will be served by the crucial part of property law
referred to as IP.41 Merges outlined the basic features for a workable justification of
intellectual property as follows: a) the properties of creative labour (as a form of
creative work) should be recognised and rewarded with true legitimate rights; thus,
work from hourly wages should be converted into a freestanding economic asset
whenever possible; b) granted and real rights, but not absolute rights, acknowledge a
creator’s contribution and also acknowledge society’s contribution to the creative
work; and c) the accommodation of consumers’ and users’ needs by facilitating and
encouraging cost-effective and easy intellectual property permission and licencing
tools and methods that allow a binding dedication of the rights to the public. This last
intellectual property element supports my argument and provides additional support
for a model of open access.
Currently, the economic perspectives of intellectual property outweigh other
perspectives and thus can help us to understand that these perspectives should be
considered. Thus, economic justifications for intellectual property should be
addressed as they are additional factors that determine why the concept of property
should be extended to creative endeavours and provide further support for my
argument in relation to the designation of an appropriate framework for open access
repositories. Further, economists have explored ways to efficiently allocate scarce
37
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resources to unlimited wants and have noted that intellectual property rights are a
plausible way of dealing with the issue of scarcity in an efficient manner.42
Another significant justification is that of utilitarianism. Proponents argue that
technological inventions are utilitarian works; thus, utilitarianism has been the
principal economic theory applied. Utilitarian theorists generally endorse the creation
of intellectual property rights as an appropriate instrument to foster innovation.43 It is
acknowledged that freedom of expression and the creation, dissemination and
protection of information ought to co-exist to support effective outcomes (e.g.,
innovation). However, this justification illustrates the importance of creators’ rights
and efforts and distinguishes social evolution. Thus, information needs to be both
protected and shared.44
The majority of authors who have adopted economic analyses of intellectual
property have relied on the ‘Kaldor-Hicks’ criterion that counsels lawmakers to select
a system of regulations that maximises aggregate welfare measured by end users’
ability and willingness to pay for goods and services in relation to information. Thus,
three different economic theories dominate the literature. First, the most common,
incentive theory claims that the optimal doctrine maximises the difference between
(a) the current discounted value to the end users of intellectual products (created
because the inventors were induced by the possibility of a monopoly power); and (b)
the ensemble detriments generated by a system of incentives. In uneven terms, this
theory urges governmental lawmakers to establish or develop intellectual property
protection, as doing so will assist end users by stimulating their creative efforts more
than it would harm them by constricting their access to intellectual property products
or raising taxes. The second economic theory is based on patent regimes that reduce
rental dissemination. This theory seeks to eliminate or reduce the tendency of
intellectual property rights to advance duplicative or uncoordinated inventive activity.
Economic waste can occur at three stages in the inventive process.
It is indispensable to realise that copyright and patent systems have the crucial
role of letting potential producers of intellectual products know what end users want.
With this information, these producers can channel productive outcomes in the
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direction most likely to enhance end users’ welfare. Based on this rationale, sales and
licenses will ensure that goods are delivered to people who need them and are able to
pay for them. Only in specific circumstances (i.e., when transaction costs prevent such
voluntary exchanges) should the holders of intellectual property rights be denied total
scrutiny in relation to the use of their works. Thus, a sound public policy on the
governance of open access repositories of educational material is essential.
3. The concept of open access as additional support for the modern copyright
protection in the digital age
Scholars have been communicating and examining thoughts, considerations,
claims and research outcomes throughout the ages in a diversity of forms. Lectures,
discussions, essays, manuscripts, monographs, articles and books are common ways
that intellectual ideas or scholarship have been shared. With the coming of the
Enlightenment age, the first scholarly periodicals (i.e., Philosophical Transactions of
the Royal Society of London and the Journal des scavans) were published in 1665 by
leading learned societies.45
Since then, scholarly articles have become the principal form of beneficial
scholarly communication.46 Learned societies managed the editing and publishing of
scholarly journals during these early times.47 Today, the approach remains the same as
scholarly societies continue to publish some of the leading journals on a variety of
scientific areas. After World War II, government investments in Western Europe and
the United States (US) in the field of scientific research increased the class of
researchers communicating with their fellow scholars. However, at the same time, the
learned societies were slow to adapt to this instant flow of information and
representatives of the printing press industry entered the area in growing numbers to
provide new titles in a variety of scientific areas.
The growing number of publications obliged subscribers of scholarly journals,
including academic libraries, government agencies, industrial research centres and
individuals, to obtain access to scholarly data.48 The expenses affiliated with such
access began to increase with the rise of electronic publications.49 Further, journal
publishers were forced to produce their content in two different forms (i.e., hard copy
journals and electronic/digital versions, hosted on a digital network). The costs of
scholarly journals increased, as did concerns about how affordable access to these
45
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journals could be maintained. Further, the development of the Internet, specifically
the World Wide Web, created a number of new terms, challenges and circumstances
in respect of scholarly communication. Thus, this paper argues that printing press
started shifting its operations to keep up with the digital platform of Internet, which
was attracted by cost effective solutions.
The Internet revolutionised computers and communicating. The invention of
the telegraph, telephones, radios and computers set the stage for this unprecedented
integration of capabilities. The Internet has a world-wide broadcasting capability, a
mechanism for information distribution and is also a medium for collaboration and
interaction between individuals and their computers regardless of geographic
locations. The Internet represents one of the most successful examples of the benefits
of sustained investment and commitment to research and the development of an
information infrastructure. Beginning with early research on packet switching, the
government, industries and academics have worked together to evolve and deploy this
exciting, new technology. The Internet emergence created the possibility of extending
access to the scholarly articles in cost-effective ways and in circumstances where the
scholarly printing press had become dominated by for-profit publishers (rather than
non-profit scholarly societies) and increasingly consolidated. By using their collective
pricing power, publishers set journal subscription prices and obliged academic
libraries and other subscribers to pay these prices to have the benefit of accessing upto-date research.
A renowned author in the open access area, Michael Carroll, argued the
concept of open access was born out of the frustrations caused by the increasing
diffusion of scholarly research on the Internet and the ever-rising price of journal
subscriptions.50 These frustrations led academic librarians, autodidacts and other
academic leaders to unite and initiate open access. Carroll argued that the principal
goal of open access was simply to enable open access to scholarly literature and
relevant information resources and ensure that these materials were freely available
on the public Internet for end users and researchers of all kinds.51
It is obvious that via open access there are minor obstacles regarding online
availability of information that end users should enjoy by using scholarly journal
articles. However, copyright protection issues emerge and should be considered. In
this context, advocates argue that there are two ways within which scholars can make
their articles accessible and copyright protected; either by publishing via the ‘gold
road’ of open access through which publications are freely available to the public
online or by publishing via the ‘green road’ of open access in subscription-access
journals in which authors self-archive an e-print of their work in an online open
access repository52 Once an article is freely accessible within either method, it is
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indexed by search engines, immediately locatable and retrievable by anyone with
internet access.53 Taking everything into account, the concept of open access is a
response to current technological developments in conjunction with creative efforts
that should be formulated and attached to modern copyright laws, appropriately.
Conclusions
Clearly, an emerging issue in various theories of property ownership relates to
the proper equilibrium between self-interest and the social good. Property
philosophers are engaged in devising appropriate means to balance individuals’
interests with the common good. Therefore, it should be mentioned that any concept
or property should be considered through the lens of Plato’s views for justice,
Aristotle’s ideas for private ownership, Locke’s theories of labour, Hegel’s notions of
personality growth and Hohfeld’s full account of ownership rights. However, the
define-feature preceding in all these theories is that the concept of private property led
to evolution, production and intellectual creativity. Subsequent philosophers
elaborated on this notion, but, being influenced by their specific social surroundings,
attributed different traits to the concept of property.
At this point, it is logical to ask how the concept of property ownership has
informed the development of notions of intellectual property and relevant endeavors.
Intellectual property refers to the rights associated with the expression of an idea or
some other abstract object.54 Thus, intellectual property refers to the ‘goods’ created
by human minds. Forms of intellectual property include patents, trademarks and
copyrights. In general, the law of intellectual property supports the appropriator’s
exclusive rights over the use of intellectual property and the aforementioned ‘goods’.
This paper argues that the notion of intellectual property rights was originally created
to protect the creative procedures of inventors and scientists and benefit society as a
whole. However, by increasing this ‘shield’ of protection, an inverse result occurred.
Consequently, a number of alternative initiatives were implemented in the early
nineties to protect intellectual property that, in response to the progressively high
level of capitalisation of intellectual property rights, placed less emphasis on the trade
element.
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